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CALIBRATION OF STRAIN-GAGE iI-IST_,,_,_,_,IG,_S IN AIRCrAfT STRUCTURES FOR THE
blEASUREMENT OF FLIGHT LOADS _

By T. H. SKOIPIN_,KI, WILt.|AM S. AIKIgN, JR., and WILBEa B. Ht'STON

SUMMARY

A ge,_ral -method has been de_laped for calibrating strain-

gage installations in aircraft structures, which permits the

measurement in flight of the shear or lift, the bending moment.

and the torque or pitching moment on the principal lifting or

control surfaces. Although the stress in structural membem

,nay not be a simple function of the three loads of interest, a

straightforward procedure is gioen for numerically combinin.q

the outputs of several bridges in such a way that the loads may

be obtained. Ext_nsians of the basic procedure by means of

electrical combination of the strain-gage bridges are described

which permit compromises between strain-gage installation,

time, availability ,_ recording instruments, and data reduction

time. The basic principlts of strain-gage calibration pro-

cedures are illustrated by reference to the data for two aircraft

structures qf typical construction, one a straight and the other

a ._wept horizontal stabili_¢_.

INTRODUCTION

The measurement of loads on aircraft in flight is required

for a variety of purposes such as in research investigations,

structural integrity demonstrations, and developmental

flight testing. Although pressure-distribution methods per-

mit the determination of aerodynamic loads without correc-

tions for inertia effects, pressure installations must be ve_"

complete in order that accurate load data may be obtained.

Since the time of installation and data reduction may' be

lengthy, the general use of pressure-distribution methods in

the measurement of loads on aircraft in flight is avoided

except when specific detailed [oa(l-dislribution da_a are
desired.

A mort useful tool for ttae lu('asurcfllt.ll! ._I' _11 ..... .-,.;:

loads on aircraft structures appears to be the wire resistance

strain gage. Prop.,ly installed aml calibrated, such g_gcs

may be t_se(t to deternlin,, the .;_r_lc(uritl loads ofi ,*.r_t:',d

surfaces, landing-gear _,',i'I..,,'tures. anti relatively complex

built-up wing and -nii.,,_ti_age ,_,, .,I)lies. 'F't(* m(=_.r.,,t

structural loads ('an, i. turn. be ,..averted to a,.ro(lynamic

loads provided tire structural weight distribution is known
and the acceleration Ji-llil.Jti(m has been measured.

Keferences 1 to 5 ill,,_t, rt.ce various strain-gage calibraLion

tech.iques, certain eh.,.,onts of which are co.unon co a

general method whi,.h !_,ts been used successfl]lly in flight

loads research by _he National Advisory Committee for

t Sll[_l'_$ NACA I'N dd94, "Calil)r;_ciorl of :4tra, ia-(}_,_[, Irl_tal|lttu)l/_ irl Alter.Lit Ntructllrl!s

Wilbur S, llustoo, 1953.

Aeronautics since 1944; references 6 and 7 contain typical

flight loads data obtained by the application of this general

method. Because of the increased interest in strain-gage

methods, and in an attempt to resolve some of the difficulties

which may be encountered in the use of strain gages for

flight loads measurements, the present report is being

published.

In this report a basic calibration procedure is developed

for calibrating strain-gage installations on aircraft structures

which permits the measurement in flight of the shear, bending

moment, and torque. Extensions of the basic procedure by

use of electrical combination of strain-gage bridges are

described which permit compromises between strain-gage

installation time, availability of recording instruments, and

data reduction time for flight measurements. Since many

of the elements of the calibration procedure are best illus-

trated by reference to and use of experimental data, this

report also includes ctdibration data and analysis procedures

used for two typicai aircraft structures. In addition, three

other calibration procedures of very limited application are

briefly discussed in an appendix.

SYMBOLS

L_ general symbol for shear, bending nmment, or torque

(see eq. (40))

.1_[ bending moment, in-lb

T torque, lb-in.

i" shear, II)

Note: Prime (') denotes applied values of cMibrate loads.

Subscripts pertaininff to M, T, and Vor M'. T', and V':

) r_.lni;,.r .ff ,_,?_pli*'d loads for exa,'t simul-

Ltzllci/_ls-e_tuatiull ._olu | ions

,_ number of applied loads for least-squares
solutions

prclmmtary load co,:Jtirient for structure A

preliminary h)ad coefficient for stru,'tl,re B
final load coetiqcient for structure A.

tinal load r,wffi,'ient for structure B

constants in equation (34)
,dement of inverse matrix

distance from torque reference line. in.

general term for nonlinear chord position effect

distance perpendicular to center line outboard of

strain-gage station, in.

for tits, '*I,.a, aur,-m-nt of Flight Lo:t, ls" by T. rl. Sko¢ltrL_ki. William S Atken, Jr., lad
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yA distance along sweep axis outboard of strain-gage

station, in.

y' general term for nonlinear span position effect

at_ constant in influence-coefficient equation

_j constant in load equation

deflection of galvanometer in strain-gage circuit
_,z calculated galvanometer deflection given by equa-

tion (35)

_,o_ deflection of galvanometer in strain-gage circuit due

to shunting of calibrate resistor across one arm of

strain-gage bridge

_v residual, difference between calculated and applied
shear

nondimensional bridge response. _,,ar/_,,,

at nondimensional response of ith uncombined strain-

gage bridge (i----1, 2, 3 .... j)

m_ nondimensional response of jth uncombined strain-

gage bridge due to ith applied calibrate load

(exact solution, i----1, 2, 3 .... j)

.,, nondimensional response for jth uncombined strain-

gage bridge due to nth applied calibrate load

(least-squares solution, n_j)

_v nondimensional response of an uncombined shear

bridge

_.v nondimensional response of an uncombined bending-

moment bridge

_r nondimensional response of an uncombined torque

bridge

Additional subscripts for u:

Second subscript:
L left side

R right side

F front spar

M midspar

R rear spar

FT front top

FB front bottom

RT rear top

RB rear bottom

Third subscript:

1 strain-gage station l

2 strain-gage station 2

Example: ,vL, ' designates nondimensional response of an

uncombined shear bridge mounted on left front spar at

strain-gage station 1

p nondimensional response for electrically combined

bridges, _.,.=/_o_

Note: Subscripts for 0 are the same as for u except that

spar location of combined bridges is not required.

Matrix symbols:

] square matr'x

!1 rectangular matrix

iIr transpose of rectangular matrix

] row matrix

} column matrix

]-_ inverse matrix

[ ] I determinant of matrix

row index

j eohmm index

BASIC PROCEDURES FOR CALIBRATION

GENERALCONSIDERATIONS

Although the use of the wire resistance strain gage for

loads measurements is in some respects similar to its use

in stress determination, a somewhat different approach is

required since strain is to be used only as a means of obtain-

ing information about the loads. In stress measurement, a

single strain gage is usually used to determine the stress in a

member. In loads measurement, four-active-arm bridges

are generally applied on the principal structural members

in order to obtain higher sensitivity and relative freedom

from the effects of uniform structural temperature changes.

In flight research the loads of primary interest are gen-

erally those on wing or tail surfaces, and, in order to simplify

the exposition of the procedures in this report, descriptions

are generally given in terms of a cantilever structure such as a

wing or tail. The methods may, however, be utilized with

other structures.

The first step in the measurement of flight loads by means

of strain gages is a selection of the gage location, which

depends on the measurements to be made. It is necessary

to locate the gages at positions where the stress levels will be

adequate to obtain good sensitivity and, at the same time.

be away from areas of local stress concentrations. A typical

installation is illustrated in figure 1 (a), where four-active-arm

bridges are shown installed on a typical two-spar structure.

Ideally, it would be desirable to place the gages at a position

such that a shear bridge wouht respoml only to shear, anti.

as in reference 1, a moment bridge only to moment, and so

forth, but generally it is only in an elementary truss type of

beam that locations can be found where such a simple rela-

tionship between load and strain exists.

The loads on a surface such as an airplane wing can be

completely specified by three orthogonal forces (normal,

chord, and end force) and by three orthogonal moments

(beam bending moment, torque, and chord bending moment).

The strain in a given structural member can, therefore, be

expected to be some function of these six quantities, and this

strain response must be taken into account in any scheme

which relates bridge output to applied load. Such a scheme

shouhi also allow for the fact that. with a complex structure

such as a wing or tail, the stress in a root member may be

affected not only by the loads outboard of the bridge station

but also by loads on the opposite side or inboard of the strain-

gage station. Tllis carryover effect can be of significance

with unsymmetrical loading conditions. Certain simplifica-

tions are possible, however, since the end force on wings can

be neglected, and tile effects of chord forces will be negligible

for the types of strain-gage installation shown in figure 1.

For a wing structure which obeys Hooke's law, the stress in

a member ant[, therefore, the output of a strain gage mounted

on that nmlnber may be taken as some function of the three

principal terms pertinent to aerodynamic loads investiga-

tions-the lift or shear, the bending moment, and the pitching

moment or torque.

DEVELOPMENTOF EQUATION_

The simplest relation between _lle output u (,' a strain-gage

bridge ant[ the loads (shear, mr)meat, an([ torque) on a panel
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II2e%+_A J
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in which case equation (1) can be rew/ittett as

{hi

q 3

J
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(&) Typical straln-gs_e instali&tion of shear &nd moment bridges.

(b) Electricsl-eircuit diagram for a single four-a_tive-_m bridge.

(c) Electrical-circuit diagram for two bridges combined.

Ft_am l._Typical straln.g_,e inatall-tion and electrical-circuit

di_grarns for s single four-active-arm bridge and for two bridges

combined.

outboard of that bridge can be expressed by the linearequation

# +=a,t l/" q-a<_M-'}-a_: T (1)

In the presence of carryover, an expansion of this relation

would be necessary in order to include the response of the

bridge to loads applied on the opposite side or inboard of the

bridge station. Such additianal terms are introduced where

necessary in the section entitled "Application of Procedures."

The loads in equation (1) need not represent loads dis-

tributed over the entire axes outboard of the strain-gage

station provided the structure conforms to the principle of

asuperposition; that is, the strain at a particular location due to

loads applied simultaneously to several points on the struc-

ture is the algebraic sum of the strains due to the same loads

applied individually. In thiscase, the load in equation (I)

could be a load with a shear value V applied at some point

with coordinates z,y. Thus the load would have bending

moment and torque values given by

M=Vu } (2)
T=Vz

bt_

_; = +,, -"- c_,.,y + ,_, a .r {23

Eqt,ation (3) implies that bridge output is proportional to

the applied shear- V and also that the relation between the

output and t-he coordinates of the point of application (z,y)

is linear. Although the two types of linearity represented by

equation (3) are rather severe restrictions, certain calibration

procedures have essentially been based on this equation and

are treated briefly in the appendix. In the general case,

equatioh (3) is not adequate. Although structures have

usually followed Hooke's law, additional terms involving

other than the first power of the coordinates are required if an

explicit expression for bridge response is to be written.

Nonetheless, equation (3) is useful in evaluating the per-

formance of a bridge, if loads are applied at a number of

points on the surface and the bridge output expressed as

_./V is plotted against the y coordinate of the point of applica-

tion with z as an independent parameter. Shear sensitivity

is represented on such a plot by the intercept (equal to a,,)

when x=y=0. Bending-nmment sensitivity is shown by

the slope a+_ of a plot of ./V against y for a constant value of

x, whereas torque response is represented by the variation of

MV with z at constant values of y. The value of u/V thus

represents a sort of strain-gage influence coefficient, and,

since it represents the influence on the bridge output of a

load at a given point, plots of u/V against x and y are termed

"influence-coefficient plots." Curvature in these plots for

loads applied along any straight line on the structure indicates

the necessity of including additional terms in the bridge-

response equation. Although the form of these additional

terms could perhaps be specified on theoretical grounds for

some structures, it is shown that it is not necessary to k_aow

explicitly what these additional terms are.

An extension of equation (3) which includes additional

terms involving the coordinates and which could apply to any

of the bridges located in the structure is

I_ _= a ,t V-_" a +_ Vy "h a c_Vx"_ a i+ Vz'y'+"

a,_Vx.24-ai6V_t24-... +a,jI'x'y* (4")

A calibration procedure can be evolved which allows for the

presence of the additional terms by establishing relationships

between applied load and the outputs of a number of bridges.

The basis of this procedure and its application are illustrated

in the equations which follow.

When bridges exhibit responses which can be represented

by equation (4), with a finite number of terms (say j), then

equations may be written to relate the applied shear and its

point of application to the output of each of j bridges as
follows:

p.t = al i V'-_-al,:, l_r_,-_ al 3 _, ".._.._-. ' 4.- oct ._I _'.gr_/"_'_

_.2= a2, V + a_aVV + a=aVx + . + a_/I.'z+y"

,s=a_,V+a=Vy+auVz÷ . +_,s_Vz'y'

(sa)

la_=an_/54-ar.,_'y4-a_a't'x '-- . " a,,t_'y'
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• These equations are expressed in matrix form as

m Vy !
m Vz '

.= I,
• • [

1
or
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or transposed as

(Sb)

"0[11 0/12 a13 " " " Q£1J"

a21 a_ a23 . . • _2!

_31 "_E2 tV3$ . - . _3/

• ° .....

.... _ • •

.r*Iz _$2 aya • • • ajj.

(_} _[.l{ vz'y'} (_c)

Equations (5) express the output of a number of bridges
as a linear function of an equal number of terms of the type
Vz'y'. The inverse relation is therefore true that the loads
can be expressed as a linear function of the outputs of j
bridges, or

{vx,_} ={_1{,} C6)
where

[a]=[-]-' (_)

The necessary mathematical condition for the existence of
a solution for the _ coefficients of equation (6) is that the
determinant of the a coefficients of equations (5) shall not
vanish; that is,

Itall ,' 0 (8)

This condition means that the j strain-gage bridges must
have different characteristics; that is. the values of a for
each bridge must not be linearly-related to the values of a
for the other bridges. If this solution ex'ists, it is not neces-
sary to know the values of the constants a,j in 'the influence-
coefficient equations (5) since the load coefficients _j in the
load equations (6) could be determined by a suitable pro-
cedure. The primary purpose of the procedure, however, is
to establish relationships between bridge response and the
three loads--shear, moment, and torque. It is therefore
not necessary, to evaluate all of the _ coefficients in equation
(6) but only the values of the coefficients in the first three
rows; that is,

"::]

IMp=} _ 023 t_j - J (O)

, T) [!t3,, t_= 0= &j

If these coefficients can be established, then equation (9)
could be used for the determination of loads in flight and

strain-gage responses.
The coefficients/_u . • • /3,j in the equation for shear

"DI'_

Pal

/_ I

V=I _,, 0,_ _,_ • . . a,, J, r (1On)

_ll _

| 8,,

V=[utu2u_ . • . ujl ta_3

! I

(10b)

can be determined if a number of known loads with shear

values V', to V'_ are applied to the structure. In view of
equation (4) these loads must be applied at various chordwise
and spanwise locations. If the number of applied loads is
equal to the number of bridges j, then these loads and the
bridge outputs can be written as

......... (Z la)

v'jJ _,, ,,, • . • ,,, JL_I,
or

{v'} = {u]{a,* (_ _b?

and the coefficients {O} can be determined from the solution
of the simultaneous equations, or, since matrix inversion is
equivalent to solution of the simultaneous equations.

i_} = [,l-'{ v'} (z2)

In general, the number of bridges required in equations (5),
and thus in equations (9), (10), and (11), is not known in
advance, and therefore the exact number of calibrate loads

required cannot be specified. If j bridges are available, all of
which might be required, then n calibrate loads can be applied
wheren > j, and the values of the load coefficientsO_,... _,
can be obtained by least-squares procedures. Such a so-
lution involves calculation of the least-squares normal equa-
tions and solution of the resulting simultaneous equations.
These steps can be represented conveniently as a series of
matrix operations. The responses ,,# of j bridges to each
of u applied loads would be related to the shear values of
these loads V', . . 1", by the equation

V','_

or

13a)

{v'.} = It,,,i i{a,,} (] 3b)

Premultiplieation of both sides of equation (13b) by the
matrix of the bridge responses transposed gives the least-
squares normal equation

and the values of the load coei_icients __, : are determined by
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solution of tile j simuhaneous equations, or

When the n loads with shear values V', are applied at the

_ loading points. _ values of bending moment and torque

are fixed (eqs. (2)1 and thus tile procedure outlined in con-

nection with equations (11) to (15) can also be used to deter-

mine the values of {_:j) and {&_}, equation (9). which are

needed to evaluate moment and torque.

The necessary condition for the existence of the least-

squares solution (15) to equation (14), that the determinant

of the matrix of the normal equations is greater than zero, or

_[I;_,,,il'll_,,,lilf >0 (16)

requires that bridges with similar response characteristics

should not be used together.

s_Lrc_oN or aaaaGu

As pointed out in connection with equations (5) the num-

ber of bridges required for a given load equation depends upon

the response characteristics of the bridges. Experience has

shown that. when shear bridges are placed at a given station

on the webs of all spars, bending-moment bridges on the

flanges or skin. and torque bridges in the torque boxes, enough

bridges _ll be available to develop an equation for shear, or

moment, or torque. Usually more than enough bridges are

available. If thej in equation (9) is taken as all the available

bridges, then the particular form the equation should take

for a particular structure--that is, which of the values of

are zero--depends upon the nature of the structure. Often

the form can be determined by analogy with other struc-

tures, but some bridges may have such similar eharacteria-

des that the output of one is a linear multiple of the output

of another (redundant) or some may be irrelevant (a,_0).

Redundancy can sometimes be recognized from examination
of the influence-coefficient plots. Irrelevancy is not always

so easily determined and an advantage of least-squares solu-

tion for the load coefficients lies in the availability of stand-

ard statistical methods for determining the reliability and

relevancy of any equation. Several checks may be employed.

By referring to equation (|0) for shear, one check is to sub-

stitute the n sets of measured values of bridge response _j

ate the load equation and compare the n calculated values

of shear with the l, applied values. Defining a residual _v

as the difference between calculated and applied val,,es of

_hear, or

ev = i'" -- I"'_ (17)

gives the probable error- .f estiumte of shear values obtained

(iS)

uumber of lea, l:, applied

nttmber of coefficients in calibration equation
sum of squares of the residuals which may be calcu-

la ted fr¢,m t h,, relationship

72,,:- Z!l",_;: I,J,,l u .... " i",, _t:))

5

where the column matrix on the right has already

been calculated in connection with the solution of

equation (15)

The probable error (ref. 8) in any of the calibration

coefficients is obtained from the probable error of estimate

for the equation and from the terms on the principal diagonat
of the matrix

71%t _ . . . ,rR_l[

Lm,,m",,'::::: ,:.,..,}=tl/,.,tl'tl,.,lf]-' (2o_

where the matrix on the fight also appears in the solution of

the least-squares normal equation (15). The relation for

the probable errors of ¢., _= .... ¢_j is

P.E.(a,,)'_ [-_ m,_'_

P.E.(i_,) \_ m./

and similar relationships apply to the probable errors in the

load coefficients in equations for bending moment and

torque. With tLe coefficients and their probable errors

computed, it is possible to check the calibration equation for

'inclusion of irrelevant bridges and redundancy The load

coefficient _ of an irrelevant bridge is ordinarily small in

comparison with its probable error and in comparison with

the coefficients of the other bridges. Redundancy is

evidenced by large probable errors in all coefficients, generally

as a result of large values of m,a . . . m, rather than of the

probable error of estimate. Improved results can often be

obtained by dropping one or more redundant bridges and

recomputing the a coefficients. For detailed comparisons

of a number of load equations involving various selections

of the available bridges, an objective test of the significance

of any improvement is provided by the F-taMe (see. for

example, ref. 9).

pROCEDURES FOR BII|DGE COMBINAT|ON

When the values of the load coefficients _ in equatiou (9)

have been obtained, they can be used directly with the

measured outputs of the individual bridges for the evaluation

of flight data. Punch-card methods are particularly con-

venient for handling the large quantities of numerical work

involved if loads are required in time-history form. By

electrical combination of the output of several bridges, it is,

however, possible to simplify flight recording anti to reduce
data reduction time.

Full-combination procedure.--If the shear expression in

equation (9) requires j bridges and the load coefficients

Bu . . - Z_J have been obtained by least squares, the equa-
tion for shear would be

I'=O.m+_3_2u..+ . , • +t]_/u_ I22)

Factoring out the coefficient willt the greatest magnitude,
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say #,i,gives

V=tt,_ t_ ,<,,_,-r- . . . +_ } (23)

By suitable choice of attenuating resistors, the outputs of
bridges 1, 3, 4 .... j can be added to the output of bridge
2 to produce a new combined bridge with an output pv

8, . +8,,
which is proportional to the sum _ _,A-_-t- . . 8_2_"

This output is a direct measure of shear alone, or

V=8' pv (24)

A similar procedure can be used to obtain combined channels
which provide direct measurements of bending moment or
torque. The 8' coefficients are obtained by a final calibra-
tion by applying loads at various chordwise and spanwise
locations as in the preliminary calibration.

An electrical circuit which accomplishes the addition of

8,, to _2 is shown in figure 1 (c). The attenuating resistance8,--7"
R, is related to the resistance of the individual gages R and
to the reciprocal of the combining ratio _,/_t,_ by the equation

When the circuit is extended to include more than two

bridges, an equation of the form of equation (25) applies to
each of the attenuated bridges. Since, however, with
direct-current circuits, any given bridge can be used in only
one circuit, use of this full-combination procedure usually
requires multiple installation of the individual strain-gage
bridges. If carryover were present, its use might require
that some bridges be installed in sextuplicate. If the num-
ber of bridges which could be installed were limited, use of
the full-combination procedure could restrict the number of
loads which could be measured.

PartiLl-combinationprocedure,--A partial-combination

procedure can be evolved which strikesa compromise be-
tween the data reductiontime of the basicprocedure (eq.

(9))and the bridge-installationrequirementsof the full-

combination procedure. In this partial-combinationpro-
cedure,data obtained during a preliminary calibration are
used to combine bridges with the same primary sensitivity;
that is, the shear-sensitive bridges on one side of the structure
are combined into a sirlgle channel, the moment-sensitive
bridges on one side into a single channel, anti torque-sensitive
bridges into a single channel. The structure is then re-
calibrated to determine the final calibration coefficients.

The details of the procedure as given below are for a three-
spar structure subject to carryover effects. The procedure

can be extended to other structures or simplified for struc-
tures without carryover.

The bridge installation for the structure chosen to illus-
trate the procedure is assumed to consist of three sets of
shear-sensitive, moment-sensitive, and torque-sensitive
bridges on each side (a total of 18 bridges), which by the
basic calibration procedure might require the solution of six
sets of equations involving as many as eighteen unknowns.
Instead a procedure is adopted which involves the solution
of six sets of least-squares equations based on certain simpli-
fied load equations, containing at most seven coefficients.
For example, for left-side shear the equation involves three
shear bridges with outputs u_, m, and m, the left-side moment.
and the three loads applied on the right, or

Vr=Jll#il+81ilii+Jlllll3-_-Slii'illL-4-81sVR+81#,'lil.[IQ-SllT! (26)

By electrical combination of bridges with responses m, m,
and m a combined channel is obtained with an output pri-
marily sensitive to shear, secondarily responsive to _l_rt, VR,
M_, and Tj, and which iby [the [least-squares process has
minimized the effects of chordwise position of load on the
left side T_ and any other terms of the type Vz'y '.

In matrix notation, the 3 coefficients are computed by a
least-squaresprocedurestartingwith equation (26):

V,.=b,, _,__,3,14"_17. ,'i,/_ T.J, 8,,i* (27)
8,, /

The preliminary calibration data for the n values of applied
shears and moments and corresponding bridge responses are

_, ,, , , ,

VL 2 _i _.i2_3,_/L 2 T _ Ms_ TR, _l_
• " 813

'-4 _14 "

/3ts

(28a)
or

{ V'_} =-!iRii {8} f28b)

where iiRil is the rectangular matrix of equation (28a). The
least-squares normal equations are

{llRIIr{ V'_} } = [jlRlirilRfl]{ 8} (29)
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Therefore

{_} =[llRIir]IR][]-'{l[Rilr{_"L} } (30)

The _ coefficients for the preliminary equations for .1,IL, T,., Vn, Mm and Ts are obtained in a similar manner from _implified

load equations similar to equation (26) and which may be summarized along with equation (28) in matrix form as

L_, _ _J,,.tM_ VR MR 2"

L.,0 .,, _,.J,._IMR'V_ M,. 2"

L.,, .,, .,,J..IMR

where the terms on the principal diagonal of the left side are the only ones of interest.

The known load coefficients f_1,, _1,, $,_, • • • &,, &,, _

in the upper portion of the _-matrLx (eq. (31)) are used to

calculate the attenuatfim required for electrical combination.

For example, the attenuation factors for the shear-sensitive

combined bridge on the ]eft side would be obtainedfrom the

equation

--/_" --_" _,-I-_: _,) (32)

where _,, denotes the coefficient _,,, B,2, or fl,3 with the

largest magnitude. The six combined bridges with outputs

pv_, p._, _r_, pv_, Av R, and prR are then recalibrated by

applying a set of calibrateloads (not necessarily the same

as those used in the preliminary calibration)to the structure.

This finalcalibration should include both synmletrical and

unsymmetrical loading conditions. The finalequations for

use in evaluation of the flightdata are of the form

vL]
M_

VR

MR

TRJ

_'_, _'_, _% _'_ _% _%

t_'o_ _'_, _'_ _'_* _',_ _'_

where tileB' coefficientsare evaluated by least

I Pv_ 1

". I
PT_ _.

PVe [

P'_e [

Pr e .)

sq ueres.

(33)

APPLICATION OF PROCEDURES

To illustrate the application of the calibration procedures

just outlined, the calibration of two representative structures

is described in detail. The calibration of these structures

presented most of the problems tJmt have arisen in the course

of the calibration of a great nmnv structures in the Langley

(31)

aircraft loads calibration laboratory of the Flight Research

Division. In addition they also illustrate the use of the

partial-combinationand full-combination procedures. Struc-

ture A is a three-spar unswept horizontal stabilizer and

elevator assembly with aspect ratio 6.7, taper ratio 0.29,

and 12 ° dihedral. Structure B is a two-spar horizontal

stabilizer with the quarter-chord line swept 35.6 ° , aspect

ratio 4.65, taper ratio 0.45, and 10 ° dihedral.

The strain-gage locations for structure A are shown in

figure 2. Shear and bending-moment bridges of the type

shown in figure 1 (a) were installed on all three spars at

stations parallel to the center line. The strain-gage loca-

tions for structure B are shown in figure 3. Shear and

bending-moment bridges of the type shown in figure 1 (a)

were installed on both spars at station 1 (parallel to the center

line) and at station 2 (perpendicular to the sweep axis).

In addition, four torque bridges were installed on the skin

between the spars at a station perpendicular to the sweep

axis on the left side. The leads from each strain-gage

bridge were routed into individual balance circuits. Each

circuit, figure 1 (b), contained a balance potentiometer

Rs and a calibrate resistor Rc. When combined bridges

were used, the attenuating resistors were incorporate,{ in

the manner indicated in figure l (c). Changes in curren¢

for either individual or combined bridges associated with

strain changes in the structure under tile application of

calibrate loads were recorded by means of a spotlight

galvanometer. Bridge sensitivity was made independent

of voltage changes by shunting tile known calibrate resistor

Rc across one arm of either single or coml)ined bridges and

measuring the resultant galvanometer deflection a_a. The

calibrate loads applied to each structure, whether they were

point loads or distributed check loads, were applie,l in five
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" / $_eor t_idqe

_--_- Moment_iclqe •Fuselocjes,de

F.... '.......... 2222 '....

I| ?J +o+o,

-- t -I-
I . FrO¢_ $DOr /

18.25 0 +8.25
Oislonce from center line, in.

Riqht s?oOilizer Left sfobdize+r

FxouR¢ 2.--Strain-gage bridge locltions for structure A.

equal increments and removed in the same increments.

Values of the galvanometer deflection 8 were recorded for
each load increment. A straight line of the form

5=kl +ksV (34)

was fitted to the 11 data points by means of least squares,

and the deflection used for the loading was the value given

by the product of the least-squares slope ks and the calibrate
load, or

&,= = k_ X Calibrate load (35)

The value of _ (or p) corresponding to the calibrate load was
the_ taken as

_,----+--_- (36)

_. :-'Sl'seOroncl TOrQueDrldqes
SeCtiOnA-A /.+ ! \. ==Momentbrittles

/

r/ _+_,IZ_.. Torquereferencel+r_

°o+.++,+.++ ++]+; ......:+ oo+.+,o,+oo

0o+..,o,o°+To+,++ J?
12.50 o 12.50

Distance fromcenter line,in.
Left stabilizer Riqht stabilizer

FIOuR¢ 3.--Strain-gage bridge Ioc&tions for structure B. (AlL dimen-
sio,s are in inches.)

.kn attempt was made to minimize any possible effects of
elastic lag by running through several cycles of load before

taking data and by taking as a reference condition not the

no-load condition but a datum determined by a pretoad.

STRUCTURE A

The application of calibration procedures for obtaining

shear and bending moment on a structure where large carry-

over effects were present is illustrated by structure A where

the partial-gage-combination procedure was used in order to

measure both symmetrical and unsymmetrical tail loads in

flight with as few recording channels and as few strain gages

as possible. The relationship between individual strain-gage

response and applied loads for the structure was obtained by

applying point loads at three spanwise and three chordwise

positions per side for both the preliminary and final calibra-

tions. The chord and semispan locations of applied loads

are shown in figure 4 and the values of shear and bending
moment are given in table I. Point loads were applied to
the left side alone, to the right side alone, and to both sides

simtdtaneously.

PreUminL-'T ealibration.--The nondimensional bridge re-
sponse values/a for each of the 12 bridges for each of the 27

loads are given in table I, and the influence-coefficient plots _/V are presented in figures 5 to 8. To illustrate trends, curves have

been faired through the data points. The equations for determining the load coefficients for electrical combination were

based on equation (31) without torque measurement and some simplifications suggested by examination of the influence-

coefficient plate (figs. 5 to 8). The simplified equations are summarized in matrix form as

-Vt. tar+., avL. +"v++,+ ,'v/c -- Ms -- [.,, a2, -- a4, as, --

-- M, ++ /aML.,, la.,zt,M P,M_,s -- -- Ms -- <_]s q_ -- a,s ass --

.... Oi 3 <27,3 -- at3 17,03

VR = _v++. Uv.+ Uv+.+ .Ttl. -- _14+ -- a. a. (37)

where the subscripts on the strain-gage response _, denote the primary sensitivity and location of the bridge, and the _,_ of
equation' (31) have been replaced for structure A by the symbol a,_. The ulm_-doteemined _or a,_ to a, by least-squares

procedures are given together _t,h. the_ potable errors in the top half of table II.
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FiovRz 5.--Influence coefficients for uncomhi.ed right shear bridges for

structure A.
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FzouR_ 6.--[nfluence eoeffieients for tmeombined left shear bridges for

stnicture A.
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Fmua= 7.--Influence coe_cients for uncombined right moment bridgem

for structure A.

By using the procedure of equation (32) and the largest a
coefficients given in table II, the strain-gage bridges of
equation (37) were combined electrically to produce four
partially combined bridges according to the following
equations:

(38)

eu ¢t=

_41 --_ _vem__pVsepv,, _-_.vu"r a-"_

0

-4 - C_ location ......

-8 (o) I _ I _ : "l

IZ {JO "4

0

Z4 _ I0 °4

16 -

_2

8

4

0

-4

ROW

0 Fron!

o_ Middle
0 Rear

I l J J t J

0 _ 0

, i I r r I

(C) ,J I I t I "[

240 160 80 0 80 160 240

Aoolied left laoai Applied rKjht food

OistOc_.e ok:x_ semeso_t from center Ime, in.

(a) Front spar.

(b) Midspar.

(¢) Rear spar.

Fl_ltm 8.--Influence coefficients for uncombined left moment bridges

for structure A.

Final ealibration.--The structure was loaded again with
thesame loads as in the preliminary calibration. Influence-

coefficient plots for pvu a=L, p_s, and au_ (fig. 9) show the
response of the combined bridges to the loads applied in
the final calibration. The final shear and bending-moment
equations, which were similar to equation (33), were

F°'''=''°" "-i("o)
"'"°'"

iv. i / °'' =" "
LM.; L=',, ='. a'. ='-I L_M.)

The final calibration coefficients a'_, to ¢'. are given in
table II. Also given in table II are the probable errors of
estimate obtained by the use of equation (18) and the
probable errors in the coefficients obtained from equation
(21). Zeros in table II indicate that the corresponding
bridges were found to be irrelevant.
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F[GUaE: 9.--Influence coefficients for combined bridges for structure A.

.ks a check on the applicability of equations obtained by

the point-load calibration to the determination of distributed

loads as encountered in flight, the distributed load AI shown

in figure 10 was applied to the structure. For this loading

the gage response, the applied and calculated values of

shear and bending moment, the differences, and the per-

centage differences are given in table III. Sample calcula-

tions for the preliminary and final left shear load coefficients

for structure A toged_er with the probable errors are pre-

sented in table IV.

STRUCTURE B

The application of calibration procedures for obtaining

shear, bending moment, and torque on a swept-structure is

illustrated by structure B for which a form of the full-

combination procedure was used. The data for structure

B were obtained as part of a general investigation of calibra-

tion methods applied to swept structures. For this reason,

although structure B is a horizontal stabilizer and carryover

effects were present, these effects were ignored in the pre-

liminary calibration, and the data were treated as they

--Gage station

,'r----------_

l l ZO l Zc Z, Z.l i

- I I [22_ i__ 1 -- c°_O?o%, 1

0 18.25 70.00 I I0.00 150.00 _90.00 263.00

Oistonce ak3ng semisoon from center line, ,n.

Loading zones Applied load,
lb

Z4

Zs
Zc
Zo

375

5OO

625

750

Fl(]vn_. 10.--Symmetrical distributed check load .4_ applied on

structure A.

would be for a wing where carryover effects are ordinarily

not observed. For the final calibration, however, carryover

effects were included.

Preliminary calibration.--The preliminary calibrate loads

were applied on the left side alone and on the right side alone.
The chordwise and semispan locations of applied loads are

shown in figure 11 and the associated values of shear,

moment, and torque are given in table V. For the 16

bridges, shown in figure 3, the bridge response coefficients

corresponding to each point load are given in table V and

the corresponding influence-coefficient values in figures 12

to 16. In figure 17, the influence-coefficient data for the

left shear and the left moment bridges at gage station 2 have

also been plotted against the distance along the sweep line,

measured from the intersection of the sweep axis and "the

center line.

Of the many equations which might have been used to

relate load to the outputs of the various bridges located on

either the left or right sides, only a limited number were

investigated. The limitation was guided by the nature of
the influence-coefficient plots. The similarity of the re-

sponse of each of the four torque })ridges (fig. 16) suggests
that redundancies will be introduced if more than one

torque bridge is included in any equation. The similarily

of the response of both front-spar and rear-spar moment

bridges (figs. 14 and 15) and the comparative absence of
both shear effects and nonlinearities in the moment curves

imply that little would be gained by using two moment

bridges; the rear-spar bridges actually used lind the highest

moment sensitivity as shown by the greater slope of the

influence-coefficient plots. These considerations suggested

that the equations for the left side be limited to two shear
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bridges, a bending-moment bridge, and one of the four

torque bridges. Equations for the right side were limited

to two shear bridges and a moment bridge. Although only

one torque bridge was to r)e used in the equations for the

left side, a check was made to. determine which of the torque

bridges gave the best results. For ttle shear, bending

moment, and torque at station 1 and shear and bending

moment at station 2, this check involved a least-squares

calculation of the coefficients of four different equations,

each involving a different torque bridge (20 solutions in all).

These equations can be represented by the general form

Fb.. b.': b.. b..l (.v,.._ ) Fbtt 0 0 01(_'r,r )

/b,, b,_ b,, 0 0 /)"',A
"L'i ='b"i b,, b.s b"lJ"'L':'_-I_- o b,_o'-/),,..(/o ¢40>

Lb.,b.,b., Lo o o

where Lp is a general load term and values of p from 1 to 5

correspond respectively to VL,, ,_I_rL_, Trt, I'L,, and _rr,.

Although both b,t and b,= are shown in equation (40), only

the appropriate value is used for calculations at station 1 or

station 2. The values of the coefficients bat • • • bss are

given in table VI along with the probable errors and the

probable error of estimate of each of the equations. The

coefficients were calculated by solution of the least-squares

normal equations of the form of equation (15) obtained from

the calibration data of table V.

The probable errors of the coefficients were calculated by

equations of the form of equation (21), and the probable

errors of estimate were calculated by means of equations of

the form of equation (18).

The bridges selected for combination were those with the

smallest value of probable error and are indicated by aster-

isks in table VI. The equations corresponding to the

selected bridge combinations were

{V..) b.. 0 btab..[l[_v "_ t10 0 bt,

(41)

(.ZI4_) I bs, bt, b. _'_,s) 10 b,

For the right side where torque bridges were not installed,

the equations for shear, bending moment, and torque at

station 1 and shear and bending moment at station 2 were

Ms,f llb., o b= b,, I. r

TV::i 0 b,=b=, Ix v'_/ (42,

LM'J Jl0 b,,b,=b. U'M.,,)

Values of the load coefficients bu • • . b, (eq. (42)) are

given in table VII together with their probable errors and

the probable errors of estimate of the equations, all obtained

in the same manner as with table VI. Also shown in table

VII are additional equations for .',t_ and Ve v indicated by

asterisks, which were calculated when it was found that the

rear shear bridge in the equation for -_IR_ and the rear moment

bridge in the equation for Ve, were irrelevant. The coeffi-

cients of the bridges which were omitted were small with

respect to their probable errors and with respect to the
terms which were retained.

Based on the preliminary calibration coefficients given in

tables VI and VII, the strain-gage bridges of equations (41)

and (42) were combined electrically to produce combined

bridges, according to the following equations:
For the left side

bla bt, bl, "_

bn b= b= |-

b31 b= b35 /1

I

ba b. b,7 ]

P'/_= b4s ktvLP*+Pv_e+b4_ /'t_Ln+b_a _rer ]

b_. b_ bs,_ ],

and for the right side

, bta

b__ baa
Pus= b.

(43)

(44)

Final calibration.--The relationship between applied load

and the response of bridges combined according to equations

(43) and (44) was then obtained by applying 15 point loads

per side. In this final calibration, symmetrical point loads

were applied in addition to left and right unsymmetrical

loads. The chordwise and spanwise locations of applied load

for the final calibration are shown in figure 11. Since a given

bridge was reqmred in more than one equation of equations

(43) and (44), a switching arrangement was employed in the

calibration which automatically set up each combined bridge

in sequence during the application of each point load. The

values of p corresponding to each point load are tabulated in

table VIII. Influence-coefficient plots for the combined

bridges are given in figures 18 to 20 for the unsymmetrical

loadingm for both swept and unswept coordinate axes.

Had carryover effects not been present, the data of table

VIII would have been used simply to obtain the final load
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coefficient b', and this procedure could ordinarily be used with wings and for strain-gage stations located other than at the

_mt. In order to provide a calibration which would permit evaluation of loads on both sides of the horizontal tail and allow

for the carryover effects actually present, the data of table VIII were used to compute the final calibration coefficients to be

used in finalequations involving bridges

TL i

TJ'L_

ML 2

Va,

Ms I

Ta s

Va_

Mz,
i

"b:ll

0

0

0

0

bPlll

b#71

bP$1

bell

b#lo,l

on both sides of the structure. In general, these equations would have the form

0 0 0 0 b'z, b'lT- b'aa 0 0

b'= 0 0 0 b'x b'= b% O" 0

0 b'-. 0 0 b'u b'a_ b'u 0 0

0 0 b',_ 0 b'i b'a b'u 0 0

0 0 0 b'_ b'_ b% b'u 0 0

b'- b'. 0 0 b'_ 0 0 0 0

b'n b'n 0 0 0 b'n 0 0 0

b'u b'u 0 0 0 0 b'_ 0 0

b'_ b'_ 0 0 0 0 0 b'** 0

b'loa b'loa 0 0 0 0 0 0 b'loao

but all of the carryover terms may not be required in any particular case.

Pvt, t

PML 1

P vt 1

P M t,s

P t'S I

PTa t

P vsl

PMII i
i •

(45)

The values of the coefficientsactually needed

in these equations are listed in table IX together with the values of the probable error of estimate of each of the 10 equations.
As a check on these equations, three distributed loads B_, B_, and /73shown in figure 21 were applied to the structure.

For these loadings, the response of each of the 10 combined bridges, the applied and calculated values of shear, bending

moment, and torque, the differences,and the percentage differencesare given in table X.
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Fiovn_ l l.--Loading points for structure B.
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Fzc, uss 12.--Influence coefficients for uncombined right shear bridges

for structure B.
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DISCUSSION

STRUCTURE A

The influence-coefficient plots, figures 5 to 8, for the point

loads applied during the Preliminary calibration of test

structure A show that the response of the individual bridges

to shear, moment, and torque is not as defined by equation

(3) but includes some of the additional terms shown in

equation (4). The torque effect is small in the midspar

shear bridges (figs. 5 (b) and 6 (b)) and absent in the mid-

spar moment bridges (figs. 7 (b) and 8 Co)). With the

exception of the left midspar moment bridge (fig. 8 (b))

the moment bridges arc comparati_'ely free of the effects of

nonlinearity, as shown by the straightness of the lines for

the loading on each spar. In general, the response of each

bridge to carryover is similar to the character of the response

of the bridge to loads on the same side. The principal

carryover effect is one of bending moment.
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0

Fxr, vRz 13.--Influence coemcients for uncombi.ed left shear bridges

for structure IL

Comparison of the probable errors of estimate of the pre-

liminary partial-combination equations given in table II

with the average applied loads shows that the simplified

equation (37) is adequate for eliminating the effects of

torque and the other terms in equation (4) responsible for

curvature in the influence-coefficient plots. Although equa-

tions similar to equation (31) were not tested, it appears

doubtfu[ that their use would ha_'e given significantly better

preliminary load coefficients for determining the combining
ratios.

The responses pvL,P_L, Pvs,and pH_ of the four combined

bridge_ based on the data of table II cud equation (38) and

shown in figure 9 in influence-coefficientform indicate that
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bridges for structure B.
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the combined bridges are essentially free of the effects of

chord position of load. They are affected to some extent

by moment on the opposite side, since in writing equations

of the form of equation (37) this effect is not eliminated until

the final calibration. The final equations for evaluating

V_., 31_, VR, and ._IR used for evaluating these loads in flight

and given in the lower half of table II indicate probable

errors of estimate and probable errors in the coefficients of

the same order of magnitude as the preliminary equations.

The probable errors of estimate are roughly 1 percent of the

average applied loads. The comparison shown in table III

of the applied check load A, with the loads given by the

16
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(e) Rear spar, stations 1 and 2.

FXC, VRB :5.--Influence coefficients for uncombined left moment bridges

for structure B.
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final equations shows that the differences are less than would

be expected from the size of the probable errors in the co-

efficients of the final equations. In general, these errors are
of the same order of magnitude as the experimental errors.

STRUCTURE B

The in-fluence-_oefficient plots for the shear, moment, and

torque bridges of sti'ucture B, figures 12 to 16, show marked

curvatures of the sort which may be ascribed to the presence

of the higher-order terms of equation (4). When values of

the influence coefficients for bridges at station 2 (fig. 17)

are plotted against distance along the sweep axis, the plots

show the same curvatures as are shown in figures 13 and 15,
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Fioums 16.--Influence coeflqcients for uncombined left torque bridges

for structure B.
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Fzova- 17.--Influence coefficients for uncombined left shear and moment bridges at gage station 2 for structure B

but front-spar and rear-spar bridges reflect more clearly the
effects of the chord position of the load relative to the
bridge location, as in structure A. Thus, measurement of
loads on axes related to the sweep axes may be treated in
the same way as measurement of loads on an unswept
structure. In view of the similarities between the influence-

coefficient plots of bridges at station 1 (parallel to the center
line) and those of station 2 (perpendicular to the sweep axis),
the use of strain-gage bridges in the root ares of & swept
structure does not appear to present any problems which
are essentially different from the use of bridges in the root
area of an unswept structure. The use of such bridges
offers the additional advantages of moment and torque
axes which correspond to the usual axes for load distribution
and a_plane stability determinations.

The preliminary combining equations for the left side,
equation (41), and the right side, equation (42), differ since
more bridges with different characteristics were available
on the left side than on the right. Comparison of the
values of probable error of estLmate_for the best preliminary
equations, table VI, with the corresponding probable errors
of estimate given in table VII shows that load measurements
on the left are probably more accurate than those on the
_ght.

As an illustration of the improvement in measurement of
shear on the left, obtained by the four bridges combined
according to equation (41) for Vt,t, over the results which
would be obtained by using say only the front-spar shear
bridge at station 1, the application of least squares zmd the

data of table V to an equation of the type Vz, = b_vL, 1 shows
that

VL 1= 1071/_vL, L

90

and the probable error of estimate P.E.(F_I ) is 92 pounds.

Had this measurement been attempted by using the best
combination of both front-spar and rear-spar shear bridges,
the equation would have been

F%----558, vL, 1Jr336_-I.s

and the probable error would have been 29 pounds. Addi-
tion of the rear-spar moment bridge gives

VL_= 608_vL, _-I" 389_.vLj,--194_HL_

with a probable error of 13 pounds, whereas addition of the

torque-sensitive shear type of bridge in the rear-top torque
box gives the equation (from table VI)

]/'L,= 545_vLr ' -t-440ttVLs-- 220,HLs-'F 105 _'s_

with a probable error of estimate of 9 pounds. The improve-
ment in each equation in turn as measured by the probable
error of estimate is statistically significant.

The outputs of the combined bridges, with outputs given
by equations (43) and (44), should have been pure shear,
moment, or torque insofar as the asymmetrical ]oadings are
concerned. As shown by the spanwise or chordwise varia-
tions of the values of influence coefficient, figures 18 to 20, the

combined shear bridges are very nearly pure shear bridges;
for the moment bridges, the influence coefficient varies di-

rectly with the distance outboard of the gage station, and,
for the torque bridge (fig. 20), the influence coefficient varies
directly with distance from the torque reference axis. ._uJin
the case of the probable errors of estimate, the combined
bridges on the left side are generally better than the combined
bridges on the right. These plots also indicate a loss of
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installation of

moment-type bridges should be so oriented as to respond

primarily to the forces or moments which they are intended

to measure. Since it can usually be assumed that such

bridges will respond not only to the desired force or moment

but also to other forces or moments as well, enough bridges

must be installed to permit development of the appropriate

equations relating load and bridge response.

The second step in the calibration procedure involves a

choice of the calibrate loads. This choice involves a selec-

tion of the points of application and the shear values to be

applied at these points. For the principal lifting surfaces a

minimum would appear to be three chordwise po6itions at

each of three spanwise stations of each panel. The shear

values will ordinarily be determined by a safe local stress.

The third step is application of the calibrate loads. These

are ordinarily most easily applied with jacks through pads

i

, (b)
i I

J (d) I J
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/_polied right Iood #,pplied left Iood

C)istonce olong front spot from cenler line, in.

(a) Left-stabilizer shear, (b) Rigbt,..stabilizer shear.
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Fto_raE 19.--Influence coefficients for combined bridges at gage station 2 for structure B.

the strain-gage bridges. Shear-type or
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Applied right Iood

large enough to prevent local buckling. In order to assess

any possible effects of elastic lag, application and removal

of these loads by increments is recommended. To provide

data for evaluating the eff_ts of carryover, the loads should

be applied to one side alone, to the other side alone, and to

both sides simultaneously, as with structure A.

The fourth step i.n the calibration procedure involves
evaluation of the preliminary calibration data. Influence-

coefficient plots provide a useful guide to the characteristics

of each bridge and, thus, assist in establishing the form of

the preliminary calibration equations. A further guide as

to the choice of bridges lies in calculation of the probable

error of estimate and the probable errors of the load coo

efficients of the preliminary equations.

The final step in the calibration procedure depends upon

the re:nits of the preliminary calibration in relation to the

electrical recording equipment available and the number of
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FxGvaz 18.--Influence coefficients for combined bridges at gage station 1 for structure B.

3O

response for the shear bridges at station 2 (fig. 19) when the

load is applied on the front spar in the vicinity of the bridge
station. A similar loss of response was evident for the

front-spar shear bridges at station 2, figures 12 (b) and 13 (b).
This loss in sensitivity appears to be a local effect, associated

with the fact that a bridge does not, in general, respond to a

load applied inboard of the bridge, and it has only a limited

influence on the precision with which shear can be determined.
Examination of the effects of carryover, shown in table

VIII and figures 18 and 19, shows that in three out of the ten

cases _pvL, prL1, and P_I_ bridges combined on the basis

of loads applied to the same side had negligiblecarryover

effects. When finalcombimng equations (45) were devel-

oped, application of least-squares principlesshowed that in
these three cases the coefficientsfor all the bridges on the

opposite side could be neglected, as shown by the zeroes in

the equations for V,.,,TL,, and Afs_ presented in table IX.

In the case of YL, and Ts z,the finalequations required the

inclusionof an additional bridge on the same side.

The finalequations shown in tableIX have probable errors

of estimate of roughly the same order of magnitude as the

experimental data. The shear values of the three distrib-
uted loads Bj, B_, and B3 obtained from the final shear equa-
tions are more accurate for the left side than for the right
side for station 1 (see table X). For station 2, the shear

values fro: the left side are not so accurate as for the right but

are still within the limits that would be estimated from the

probable errors of the load coefficients. When the distributed
check loads were applied with sand bags to structure B,

center'-of-pressure locations could not be held to the precise

limits possible with the relatively smaller pads used for

applying point loads. A comparison, therefore, of the differ-
ences between calculated and applied bending-moment

values for the left and right sides is not especially significant_,

The largest difference in inch-pounds is equivalent to an error

in center-of-pressure location for the distributed load of 1.8

inches or 2 percent of the semispan.

APPL/CATION TO OTHER STRUCTURES

Outline of steps in calibration pxoeedure.--Application of

the basic load calibration method to wings and vertical tails
differs in no essential detail from the general procedures just

described for the two horizontal stabilizers. Since the basis

of the method is general, the method is applicable to other

types of aircraft structures, such as control surfb.ces or

landing gears. No hard and fast rules of procedure can be

given which will apply to all cases, since each structure

presents individual problems, some of which cannot be

recognized until the data of the preliminary :alibration are
analyzed. Certain steps which are comm(u to all cali-

brations may be outlined, however, and the iirst of these i_
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different loads to be measured in flight. If measurements of

shear, bending moment, and torque are desired and carry-

over effects are present such that all bridges are affected by

shear, bending moment, and torque of both sides, then full

electrical combination appears to be impracticable since all

bridges would need to be installed in sextuplicate. On the

other hand, these six quantities could all be determined by

numerical evaluation of the individually recorded responses
of a much smaller number of bridges. An example of a

compromise between these two extremes was provided by

structure A where a partial.combination procedure was

used which required only four recording channels for flight

measurement and did not require the multiple installaticn of

strain-gage bridges. If a bridge-combination procedure is

to be used for flight recording, the structure must be re-

calibrated in order to determine the final calibration co-

efficients. A diotributed load should also be applied as a

check on the final calibration equations. For wing structures
where application of distributed loads may not be practicable,

check loads may be applied through the jacking points.
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Fzovn= 21.--Distributed check loads Bt to B= applied on structure B.

Flight load measurements.--A strain-gage installation

calibrated according to the methods given in the present

report will measure structural loads relative to some ref-

erence condition. The load on the airplane on the ground

is the most easily determined reference condition. Provided

the landing gear is inboard of the strain-gage station,

changes in strain-gage response from the ground to flight

at 1 g are proportional to the aerodynamic load. If the

airplane weight is carried at points outboard of the strain-

gage station, corrections for the wheel reaction are applied.

Corrections must also be applied for any changes in weight
distribution outboard of the strain-gage station. Under

accelerated flight conditions the loads measured by the

strain-gage installation are structural loads; therefore,

inertia loads must be added in order to obtain aerodynamic
load.

Some instrumentation requirements.--Strain-gage instal-

lation methods such as those given in references 10 and 11

are satisfactory for loads measurement, provided four-

active-arm bridges with matched individual gages and short
interconnecting leads are employed, as illustrated in figure 1.

Direct-current systems at present provide the most stable
circuit characteristics for measuring bridge output and, thus,

.are being used for flight aerodynamic loads measurements by
the NACA.

Because of the possibility of sensitivity changes or of zero

drift in the recording apparatus, provision must also be made
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tO account for such changes. Changes in sensitivity result

from changes in supply voltage to the strain-gage bridge and
to the recording galvanometer elements; drift results from

temperature effects on the galvanometer elements and from

temperature effects on the structure. Although d_ift due to

changes in temperature is minimized by the use of four-

active-axm bridges, as shown in figure 1, stresses introduced
by temperature gradients within the structure are not com-

pensated and a temperature-calibration procedure would be

needed if these effects were appreciable. Although sensi-

tivity changes and galvanometer drift axe generally small

with direct-current strain-gage equipment, in practice it has

been desirable to take calibrate signals along with the ground

zero records and before each run in flight. A no-voltage

galvanometer zero is also recorded on the ground and before
each run in flight. With the use of this information, cor-

rections can be applied to the strain-gage-deflection data of
each run to refer it to a ground reference condition, which

eliminates the necessity for establishing inflight reference

conditions by meaxis of special maneuvers.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The general principles outlined in the previous sections

have been successfully applied to many more structures than

those used as examples in this report, Although the point-
loa4 method has for some time been the standard calibration

procedure at the NACA, the paxticulax-methods for reducing

the data and of combining gages given in the present report

axe the result of continual improvements. They are still

subject to a certain extent to the judgment and experience

of the engineer. Although improvements in detail are still

poesible, it appears that future work should include the

effects of temperature gradients within the structure in

anticipation of measuring loads under supersonic-flight con-

ditions where thermal effects may be appreciable.

LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVlSORY COMMIT'PEE FOR AERI)NAUTIC$,

LANGLEY FIZLn, V._., Aug. I_, I952.

APPENDIX

SIMPLIFIED CALIBRATION PROCEDURES

The fact that the response of several bridges tn structures
A and B is apparently adequately represented by the simple

linear relation

gl=a. V+aaM+ataT

for certain regions of load application suggests that the cali-
bration procedures outlined in the present report could be

considerably simplified. One such simplification could be

the arbitrary application of three calibrate loads to a struc-

ture with three bridges and determination of the calibration

coefficients by the solution of the three sets of three simul-

taneous equations.

If small departures from the preceding equation exist, the
values of the coefficients obtained depend upon the three

points chosen for load application. In addition small errors

in measurement greatly influence the values of the coefficients.

Unlike results obtained by least squares, the solution of three

such simultaneous equations offers no information about the

reliability and does not permit assessment of reliability for

other loading conditions. Since neither the effect of errors

in measurement nor the existence of small departures from

the previous equation can be determined from three ap-
plied loads, such a simplified point 10ad calibration is not

recommended.

All the disadvantages inherent in shnultaneous-equation
solution for calibration coefficients are present in a commonly

used method of calibration in which a pure shear, a pure

torque, and a pure bending moment are applied to a structure,

and the coefficients are determined by simultaneous-equation

solutions involving the response of three bridges to the three

applied pure loads. Conformity to the previous equation

cannot be established by the application of only one pure

shear, one pure beading moment, and one pure torque but

only by the application of loads at many chordwise and

spanwise stations. Since the application of many pure loads

to a structure is also difficult (special jigs and fittings being

required), it offers no particular advantages as a calibration

procedure.

The maximum vahw of load which ('an ordinarily be

applied to a structure at a given point without risk of local

failure is, in many instances, small in comparison with the

magnitude of the loads measured in flight. A method of

calibration which permits the use of large distributed loads

has also been investigated. This method in certain limited

applications wouht permit the determination of not only the

total load but also the magnitudes of the various components,

such as the additional and basic air load distributions. The
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basis of the method lies in the fact that, for a particular

distribution of load, the response of a strain-gage bridge will

vary linearly with the magnitude of that load. Consider the

total load to be made up of several such distributions, some

of which will be symmetrical or antisymmetrical zero-lift

distributions but all of which will hay e root-bending-moment

values .Ttz to _4',; then, the following equations can be

written to e.xpress the response of n different bridges to the

n loads'.

{/_,}=[a,,}{,hfs} (,=1,2,3,... n;j=l, 2,3 .... n)

(A1)

The coefficients a_j axe determined from the strain responses

u_ for loads .hf_ to M_ as

a,j=-_j (A2)

The equations for use in evaluating the load components axe

then given by

t M,} =/_,,/-' I.,1 (Aa)

The total moment on the structure is

M=_M, (A4)

The shear components V s are

v_--M' (as)
,.gj

and the total shear is

v=z;_; (As)

The torque components Tj are

Tj=k_M, (A7)

where kj expresses the exact relationship which exists between

the moment and torque for any particular load distribution.

The total torque is

T---Y_.T, (AS)

In practice, if four-strain-gage bridges were available, four

different loa_I distributions representing the principal com-

ponents of the load on a wing panel--namely, additional,

basic, aileron-deflection, and damping-in-roll distributions--

could be applied in the calibration. The method suffers from

FOR FLIGHT-LOADS MEASUREMENT 21

the disadvantages inherent in solutions based on simultaneous

equations involving an equal number of loads and bridges.

If the flight loads were actually a composite of various pro-

portions of the calibrate load distributions, then useful

information about distribution could be obtained, but

changes in the shape of any one distribution can result in

unrealistic values for all the distributions. A comprehensive

test of the d_mtribulied load calibration method has been made.

The data which illustrated the importance of the foregoing

shortcomings are not included in the present report since it

is believed that such a method of studying flight loads _rould

be restricted to low-speed tests of rigid structures and is not

sufficiently flexible to give useful, information in general

flight-load investigations.
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TABLE II

SUMMARY OF LOAD COEFFICIENTS AND PROBABLE ERRORS FOR STRUCTURE A

(a) Preliminary calibration

23

Equation Load coefficient a_i for equation (37) - Probable error of
for-- estimate, P. E.

Vz, au a, a,s a,, al, P.E. (VL), lb
570=t:10 --1,300±35 570±10 (14±l) XI0 -* (8:t: 1) X 10 -4 28

Mr, a_1 at. an aN P.E. (Mr.), in-lb
15,700±1,570 98,550±4,100 14,190±1,860 (8_±70) X 10 -4 1,967

Vs a4t a4t aa a, a_ P. E. (Vs), lb
700±35 330±20 725±25 -- (7± 2) X I0-' (35± 6) X I0-' 42

M_ as, au au au P.E. (MR), in-ib
12,950± 2,250 90,400 ± 5,654) 19,450+ 1,750 (750 :i: 146) X I0-' 1,493

(b) Final calibration

Equation Load coefficient a',t for equation (39) Probable error of
for--- estimate, P. E.

V_ a'n a',: a'ta a'l, P.E. (VD, lb
6,845 _ 46 296 ± 50 0 680 ± 30 28

._ a'u a'_ a'_ a'u P.E.. (ML), in-lb i
-- 11,280± 2,150 509,730±2,270 0 34,720± 1,340 1,305

V,_ a'_t a'r_ J alu a's, P.E. (V_), ]b "0 705 ± 40 4,790 + 25 ,0 37 •

.:_r_ a'41 a',s I a'a a',4 P.E. (Ms), in-lb .

0 40,810± 1,170 [ -- 14,180± 1,240 479,970± 1,790 1,060

TABLE III

DISTRIBUTED CHECK LOAD DATA FOR
STRUCTURE A

(a) Combined brid_ge re_pon_ p

Distribution (fig. 10) o1,_ ,

.h i O. 266
I

PM£ PV s PM R

0. 403 0. 426 0. 443

(b) Shear and moment comparison from equation (39)

A,: Applied
Calculated
Difference
Percent difference

_F L

2, 250
2, 240

ML

226, 420
228, 000

1,_

VR

i

2, 250

MR

226, 420
223, 000
-- 3, 4.20

--1.5
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TABLE IV

LEFT,STABILIZER SHEAR EQUATIONS FOR STRUCTURE A

From table ! a,d equation (37), I V'L } = l!RIr I a I

(a) Preliminary equstious

II

i _=r,, _'vLu _vLs M,. Ms

1 --0.322 --0.143 --0.223 0 90,1501
2 --0.303 --0.121 --0.187 0 90,1501

0.619 0.187

0.668 -0.386

0
0

.500

1,50023

0.687 90,150 0

0.418 167,630 167,6,30

2.846 79,380 79,380

tat| 1

art

nl|
a14

all

_ffi27 .2.500. --0.010 -0.542

f 22,839 "_ r 18.051
I -12,29o I I -4.831

{ IIRItTI V'LII = -,{ 33,417 _- and [IIRII_'IIRll}=I 9.650
/ 14,848× 10=[ /-o.502× 1_
k29.697X 10=J L 11.1_× 10=

--4.831 9.650 --0.502X I(P 11.196X 10= "1

3.470 --6.652 --5.268X 10' --6.161X 10= |
-- 6.652 29.422 6.403_< 10 = 20.225× 10= |

- 5.268X 10= 6.403× 10= 25.515× 10 L° 12.758× 10'0|

- 6.161 _< 10= 20.225_< 10 = 12.758X 10 I° 25.515>( lOm.J

l'sing the step-by-etep procedure for solving simultaneous equations given in reference 12 leads to

r" 0.20062 0.42932 0.08073 0.12868x 10 -_ -0.11270× 10-_ '1

] 0.42932 1.65787 0.30066 0.38465x 10-_ -0.21872)< 10-, |

{liRIIrllR[[] -_ =l 0.08073 0.30066 0.13354 0.08599x 10 -s -0.11168_< 10-_ ]
/ 0.12868× 10 -s 0.38465× 10 -'_ 0.08599× 10 -_ 0.15392× 10-]' --0.10871× 10-a0|
L_--0.11270×10-' -0.21872X10 -I -0.11168×10 --_ - 0.10871_<10 -1o 0.17871_10-_0J

"From equation (30).

all f

ra,,1 - 13o5.5 /
• a,, )- _lllRllrll.elll-qll.Rllr{V%ll= 571.9

, u,, 142.5X lO-S /
%atiJ L 75.1X lO-S J

From table [ _V'L_=525"_ 10=. and from equation (19}

f 22,839 "_
| -- 12,290 /

_,rL==525×I0=-L567.5 -1305.5 571.9 142.5X10 -* 75l×10-Sl _ 33,417 _'=37,000
I 14,848 X ]0=1
L29,607_ I(P J

From equation (18) for n = 27 and q= 5, the probable error of estimate P.E.(V_)= 28 lb.

By using the elements on the principal diagonal of the inverse load matrix [IIRITr!IRII] -_ aud equation (21), the probable errors in the preliminary
load coefficients were

P.E.(e,=) i "'_ / = 36

E.E.<o,,)_=_s_ W-;T_ }.= ±_o

IP.E.(_,.) , L_'_J ±12×]0 -_

From equation (32L file calculated atteguition required for electrical colnbinatlon o_" the three shear bridges mounted on the left stabilizer w&_

a .567 _, _# _ 572

•"_imilar procedure_ were followed Io obtaiu av L, pv_, a==d av e.
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TABLE IV.--Concluded.

LEFT-STABILIZER SHEAR EQUATIONS FOR STRUCTURE A

(b) Final equations

From table I and equation (39), { V'L I =ttpll{ a' f

PV L PM L PMIt

1 0" --0. 017 --0. 013 - 0. 19i
2 0 --0. 017 --0. 120 -O. 19!

23

5O0

1,500

O. 067 O. 176 --0. 016

0. 170 0. 315 _ 332

Gtll
GPlJ

11=27 2. 500 0. 266 0. 400 0. 443
a

(714_, o_ r0. 9836 0. 7675 O. 2704"]
IIIp41TIv'LII- _5797 n_ and {ItpIITltMt]=Io. 7675 (1 9686 0. 3833 /

_2",'18o_ LO.2704 o. 3833 I. lo_J

25

_ 71949 --2. 21879 0. 10379-1[1_1'_1_1]-'= - 21879 3. 02070 -0. 50291|
10879 -0. 50291 1. 049891

;a'l_i , (684_ 4)
,a'_ =[l{_,4trllplll-'lflpllrlI,"LI I- _ 294. 1}
,a'l_/ (679.7)

From table I _ V'L_=525X lO t, and from equation (19)

(7143. 5)
_'wcs:525X 10'_-- |6846.4 294.1 679.7J_5797. 0_ :40,419

(2718. O)

From equation (18) for n =, 27 and qffi- 3, the probable error of eetimate F. E. (V'_) =ffi28 lb.
By using the elements on the principal diagonal of the inverse matrix [[[pl[rll#[l] -' and equation (21), the probable errors in the final load
eoefneients were

_P F.,(o',,)) (_1 .{±461
E, (a'.) J (1._) ±29J

The final left-stabilizer shear equation which _vas used for the evaluation of the flight data wu

Vt. = (684_ ± 45)pv L + (295 _ 50)p_ + (6813 _-L-30)pu s
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CALIBRATION OF STRAIN GAGES FOR FLIGHT-LOADS MEASUREMENT

TABLE YI

SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY LOAD COEFFICIENTS AND PROBABLE ERRORS FOR LEFT SIDE

27

OF STRUCTURE

Equation
for--

I

 Af:

TL1 i

M% *

bll

535 ± 12
570± 12
545 ± 11
590± 13

b.*l

-- 2, 635 ± 350
--I, 929±330
--2, 260±310

-- 882 ± 450

hi!

--5, 490 :_ 435
--7, 185±530
--6, 475±500
-- 6, 865 ± 400

b42

410± 14
415± 15
415± 12
455 ± 14

b$2

-- 5, 690 ± 430
-- 6, 390 4- 320
--5, 840±390
-- 5, 400 ± 370

Load coefficient b,i for equation (40)

hi3

425 ± 7
410±7
440 ± 8
410+11

2,815±2_
2,400±190
3,600±240
2,900 ±380

533

6, 115±250
7,025±310
5, 725 ± 375
5, 410 ± 345

460±9
440 ± 10
480+11
445± 14

bsa

3, 570 ± 290
3, 960 :i: 150
3, 780 :l: 350
3, 390 + 380

bl,

--194+8
--200± I0
--220±9
--215±15

5|4

28, 620 ± 250
28, 130±280
27, 240±260
26, 750 ± 500

big

115± 14

b.
5, 6S0±440 I

........... i

........... I ........... i ............

blj b_7
-h

67 ± 14
......... "iS/,¥ki"

t_ b.

4, 650 + 370 ...........

big

--ii¥i6 i

b. "
........... i

I ........... I
........... 5, 280±380 ...........

4, 100 ± 670 i.!

b_, b35 h, ! ha: b3.
17, 390=310 !-6, 240±540 i ........... : ........... i ...........
17, 750 = 450
18, 645 ± 425
20, O40 ± 445

b,

--33±13
--21 ± 16
--64± 14
--37±21

b_

32, 200 ± 400
31, 735±380
31,950±460
32, 480 ± 570

!

........... i--3, 625+600 _ - .......... ........... i

........... I ........... --4, 870±615 ............

................................. ' -- 5, 845 ± 690

b,. I b_ b4T be
125 ± 22 ........... J .......................

........... 41±22 -iig¥ii .............

............ ............. i_¥_,--................................... ,

b_ [ b_ r b_

310± 6so ...................... ! ...........
...........i,74o,_o ...........i...........
...................... 600±610 ...........

........... t ........... ' ........... ] --400±710

Probable error of
estimate. P. E,

P. E. _ _(IQ.I), ]b
9

11
9

13

P. E. (M_I), in-lb
28O
300
270
426

P. E. (TL,), lb-in.
278
484
430
384

P. E. (v_,), ib
14
17
13
17

P. E. (Me2), in-lb
440
400
430
450

*Equations used for determining combining ratios.

TABLE VII

SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY LOAD COEFFICIENTS AND

PROBABLE ERRORS FOR RIGHT SIDE OF STRUCTURE B

Equation
for-- Load coefficients b,_ for eqtmtion (42)

Vsl bu b,= b.
655±10 380::1::5 _ --225±10

I

bu b_= I 'b_,

M_ 3, 150±525 10±175 i'27'27240±490t
* 3, 165±375 ...... 245±435

T_, ! 1_10,635±495i7,990±85:17,075+4501

: b, ! b_ i 5,, "
VR_ 495±15 1 420+10 --50+17

i * 495±15 : 395±8 i .......

---!-- J

31s2 bs2 I b_ I bu

Probable error of
estimate, P. E.

P. E. (VMI), lb
10

P. E. (MK_), in-lb
557
548

P. E. (T,%). lb-in.
509 I

P. E. (V_J, lb
20
21

! P. E. (M_..), in-tb

--4,675±300 i2, 700±215131. 565±350 403

*Equation used for determining combining ratios.
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CALIBRATION OF STRAIN GAGES FOR FLIGHT-LOADS MEASUREMENT

TABLE IX

SUMMARY OF FINAL LOAD COEFFICIENTS AND PROBABLE ERRORS FOR STRUCTURE B

29

Final
equation

for--

VL 1

ML t

TL t

V_

M_

VR t

Mx I

bl tl

670 ± 2

bop

33, 345+ 235

boa

18, 915+ 370

i 576+5

i
r b'u

39, 225 + 900

r

I bill
i

0

t b'71
J 0

b'ef b'n

r .

Load coefficients b'_i for equation (45)

b _ 11

0

boa

525 ± 190

bea

0

--112+-4-15

bS[$

0

bttl

0

TR_ 0 0

I

Vs 2 b'_ b'a0 --115+30

Mm_ b°le, I
0

bl##

-- I, 670+430

_1 IO'P 3

7, 300+ 1, 215

b'jT _: - _'n "

-90+16 . 90+10

b'n b',,
2, 440-4-590 --4, 045+325

bS_t

0
boa

0

b',_ bla b'a
0 0 0

b°$T

5, 070± 1, 980

boa

2OO+2O

b°Ti

0

b'lo, i
--6, 6&5 + 905

bla

--5, 820+ 1, 160

boa

7&5±5

boot

32, 315 + 325

I !
i Probable error of
i estimate, P.E. ;'

i
i.....

I P.E. (VL_), Ib
10

P. E. (Me1), in-lb
429

P. E. (TL,),lb-in.
873

P. E.(v@,Ib
17

P. E. (Mt_), in-lb
1470

P. E. (V's,), lb
18

P. E. (MRs), in-lb
6O6

b'N bOa P.E. (T_,), lb--in.
2, 430±565 16, 545±565 1017

b'a b'= P. E. (Vs_), lb
95±25 606+5 22

[)Ol{It I0

36, 966+475
P. E. (M-_), in-lb

822

TABLE X

DISTRIBUTED CHECK LOAD DATA FOR STRUCTURE B

(a) Combined bridge response p

Distribution
(fig. 21)

BI

B,

PVL I

.896

] --0. 927

P.W/.I PTLI PVL_

f

-1. 273 -1. 321 -2. 524

--1. 240 --1. 303 , --2. 53,5
--0.617 , --0.663 _ --1.221

PMt s

--1. 140
--1. 107
--0. 565

PVR I

--I.571
--_ 795
--1. 578

fl MR t

-- 1. L75
--0. 583
-- !. 147

PTR I

-- 1.337
-0. 673
-- 1.305

P VR2

-2. 201
-- 1. I01
--2. 200

-- 1. 106
--_ 552
-- 1.082

(b) Shear, moment, and torque eompaxi_on from equation (45)

Bt: Applied
Calculated
Difference
Percent difference

B2: Applied
CaJeulated
Difference
Pereen t difference

/_: Applied
Calculated
Difference
Percent difference

I i
VL, I ML t TL t V_ I Mr_ Vst Mst T. a Vs, ,i

-- 38, 350 / "--_ --I, 330 I, --1,300 --25,580 --1,300 --40,800 _ 1, 300 --38,350 --25,580
-- I, 242 -- 23, 723 -- 1,242 1

1,,,?-40.73 -37,,553,5
--0. 1 . -- . . --1.0 4 5

-eso
--38---_' I _ --1,300 --40,800 --_ --19,175 --12,792-IS -1o.o1, 11,, - 1,-- 25 -- 40, 464 , -- 24, 642&5 --&7 2.8 _L 1 --1.8 --14.9 --2,1

61_ --19'175 --12'792 ' 616_ --2O, 400 1,2_ --3_,360 _ --1'300'
-- --18,980 I --12,543 -- --20'3973 --1,300 -37,073 -24, st5

245 249: 1, 277 I, 269 --I, 2_ /
--2. 0 --1. 5 0 --3. 9 --3. 3 --5. 0

-Z3 i --1.3 _ --3.9 /

3Is s

--40,800
-41,378

-578
1.4

--20,400
-- 20, 777

-- 377
1.9

--40, 800
-- 40, 093

707
--1.7

GWO 953_$S




